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12-50 inch TV mount Esperanza ERW011

TV Wall Mount Esperanza ERW011 for 12-50 inch TVs
Are you looking for  the perfect  mount for  your 12-50 inch TV? Meet the Esperanza ERW011 mount,  which not only provides solid and
secure mounting but also convenience and functionality. This mount is a solution that will meet your expectations.
 
Tilt Adjustment for the Perfect Viewing Angle
The Esperanza ERW011 mount allows for tilt adjustment in the range of +/- 25 degrees. This allows you to adjust the viewing angle of the
TV according to  your  preferences  and position.  Whether  you're  watching your  favorite  movie  or  following sports  events,  now you can
enjoy the perfect viewing angle.
 
360-Degree Horizontal Rotation - Complete Freedom
This mount also allows for full 360-degree horizontal rotation of the TV. This allows you to easily adjust the screen position to different
places in the room. Whether you're in the kitchen, living room, or bedroom, now the TV can always be in the right place.
 
Adjustable Distance from the Wall - Flexibility in Action
The Esperanza ERW011 provides adjustable distance of the TV from the wall  in the range of 55 to 220 mm. This means you have full
flexibility  in  adjusting  the  TV  position  to  your  needs.  Whether  you  want  the  TV  closer  to  the  wall  or  need  more  space  around  it,  this
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mount is the answer to your expectations.
 
Strengths
The Esperanza ERW011 mount also features solid construction, wall mounting capability, and a complete set of accessories including a
level to facilitate installation. This mount is designed for TVs with a maximum load of up to 20 kg and supports VESA standards from 75 x
75  to  200  x  200  mm.  Esperanza  is  a  brand  you  can  rely  on,  and  the  ERW011  model  is  the  perfect  solution  for  your  TV.  Discover
convenience and functionality now!
 
 
BrandEsperanzaModelERW011Screen  Size12-50  inchesMaximum  Load20kgVESA  Standard75  x  75  -  200  x  200mmAdjustable  Distance
from Wall:55-220mmTilt Adjustmentup to +/- 25oHorizontal Rotation Angle Adjustmentup to 360oRotation around its own axisYesMount
Weight580gMountingTo the wall

Preço:

€ 6.49

Modelismo, Acessórios para computadores, Live FPV preview, TV mount, Acessórios
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